Your photo guide to

Estate services
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Estate services manage all elements of estate management, including:

Introduction

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grounds maintenance
Caretaking service
Communal area cleaning
Window cleaning
Management of trees in communal areas
Maintenance of sewage treatment plants
Gutter clearing.

This photo guide has been created to aid in the delivery of a high
quality service to our residents. It enables us to prioritise and schedule
works ensuring we are achieving a consistent level of service that is
also offering value for money across our estates.
From the results of Magna’s survey of tenants and residents (STAR)
we are aware of what elements of estate services are important to
residents, and by using this photo guide as a tool, we hope to target
those areas.
It is our aim to have all estates and areas consistently meeting at least a
grade B standard, with a grade A being achieved in an element after the
respective visit. Should an element fall below a grade B standard, then
we will prioritise the work to improve that standard.

You can contact the estate services team on
01305 214027 or estateservices@magna.org.uk
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The estate services team regularly visit the majority of sites,
carrying out various tasks. On all visits a visual inspection will take
place, and any failing elements will be reported. In addition to
this, more formal inspections are carried out by Magna staff and
mystery shoppers, with sites being graded.

Inspections

The photographs within this booklet give you a representation of
the expected estate standards for each element. It also allows
residents, and other staff, the ability to grade their areas and
feedback to the estate services team. Whilst the majority of the
elements fall within the remit and responsibility of estate services,
there are some which are not, so in these instances we will report
and feedback to the relevant department.

Service standards

In order to achieve and maintain the desired standards across our
sites, we have devised the following service standards outlining
what we will do.
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•

Carry out formal, scheduled inspections on every estate

•

Regularly monitor and evaluate the service by carrying out
surveys to gather residents’ views on the quality of the estate
services we are providing

•

Grade the quality of all elements of estate services to ensure
consistent high standards are achieved and maintained

•

Feed back and note any repairs required to maintenance
services

•

Feed back any failings of a contractor to the relevant client
officer

•

Check that reported works are completed on time

•

Feed back any issues that may be the tenant’s responsibility
to the relevant housing officer.

Rating system explained

The rating system in this booklet uses the grades A, B, C or D to
evaluate the estate standard. After inspections are carried out, the site
will receive an overall grade based on the individual category grades.

A

B

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Estate clean and tidy
Grounds maintenance at a high standard
No litter, fly-tipping or graffiti
No communal and external repairs required
Signage clean and readable
Pathways and hard standings free of hazards
Car parks clean and bays clearly marked

•
•
•
•
•
•

Estate predominantly clean and tidy
Grounds maintenance at a good standard
Small individual items of litter, fly-tipping or graffiti
A few communal and external repairs required
Signage relatively clean and readable
A few minor repairs required on pathways and hard
standings
Car parks contain a small amount of leaves and bays clearly
marked

•
•
•
•

C

•
•
•
•

D

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Estate untidy
Grounds maintenance requiring attention
Small amounts of litter, fly-tipping or graffiti all around the
scheme
Minor repairs or a couple of major communal and external
repairs required
Signage dirty or outdated
Minor repairs or a couple of major repairs required on the
pathways and hard standings
Car parks contain lots of leaves and bay lines fading
Estate untidy and unkempt
Grounds maintenance at a very poor standard
Large amount of litter and fly-tipping, or offensive graffiti
Major communal and external repairs required
Signage dirty, unreadable and missing
Major repairs required on the pathways and hard standings
Car parks contain large amounts of leaves and bay lines
faded

Car parks / parking areas
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Estate services arrange for the following tasks to be carried out in
communal car parks and parking areas:
•
•
•
•
•

Clear all leaves, debris and litter
Control weed growth as required
Remove any fly-tipping
Keep surrounding hedges and shrub beds tidy and trim
Make sure all bay lines are visible and maintain them when
necessary

All abandoned and illegal vehicles will have the appropriate
notices served, with the details passed to the area housing officer.

A

B

•
•
•
•
•

No litter, debris, weeds or leaves
No abandoned or illegal vehicles
No fly-tipped items
All bays clearly marked
No repairs required

•
•

Little litter, debris, weeds or leaves
Any abandoned or illegal vehicles
have visible notices
Any fly tipped items removed
Most of the bays clearly marked
All repairs reported to maintenance
services

•
•
•

•
•

C

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

D

•
•
•

Build up of litter, debris, weeds and
leaves
Surrounding shrubs are encroaching
into the parking areas
Any abandoned or illegal vehicles
have visible notices
One or more items of fly-tipping
Several bays are unmarked
Several repairs not reported to
maintenance services
Lots of litter, debris, weeds or leaves
Surrounding shrubs are unkempt
One or more abandoned or illegal
vehicles have not been reported
Excess build up of fly-tipped items
Majority of bay lines are not visible
due to wear
Excess amount of repairs, which have
not been reported to maintenance
services

Pathways, courtyards & hard
standing areas
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Estate services arrange for the following tasks to be carried out to
communal pathways, courtyards and hard standing areas:
•
•
•
•
•

Clear all leaves, debris and litter
Ensure all areas are free of hazards
Control any weed growth by carrying out spraying or removal
as required
Any fly tipped and general rubbish removed
Keep surrounding hedges and shrubs cut back as required

Any repairs required will be reported to maintenance services.

•
•
•

A

•

•
•

B

•
•

•
•
•

C

•

•
•
•

D
•

No litter or debris
Area is free of weeds
All surrounding hedges, shrubs and
grass are tidy
Area is free of trip hazards and no
repairs required

Small amount of litter or debris
Small amount of weed growth, or
weeds have been sprayed
Any repairs or trip hazards have been
reported to maintenance services
Surrounding hedges, shrubs and grass
require a small tidy

Build up of litter or debris
Weed growth requires immediate
attention
Repairs or trip hazards have not been
reported to maintenance services
Surrounding hedges, shrubs and grass
are encroaching onto the areas

Excessive build up of litter or debris
Excessive amount of weed growth that
requires manual removal
Excessive amount of unreported
repairs or trip hazards. The ground is
unlevel and poses a health and safety
risk
Surrounding hedges, shrubs and grass
are unkempt

Communal grass areas
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Estate services arrange for the following tasks to be carried out to
the communal grass areas:
•
•
•
•
•

Aim to cut the grass areas regularly, as required during the
growing season
Remove any dog fouling
Clear grass cuttings from the pathways
Ensure the grass edges are tidy
Remove all litter

All dog fouling issues are reported to housing services to ensure
resident dog owners are being responsible.

•
•
•

A

•
•

•
•
•

B

•
•

•
•
•

C

•
•

•
•
•

D

•
•

Grass areas have recently been cut
No dog fouling
Paths and doorways are free of grass
cuttings
All edges are away from the paths
No litter, debris or leaves

Grass areas are predominantly tidy
No dog fouling
Small amounts of grass on the paths
or in the doorways
Most edges are away from the paths
Small amount of litter, debris, weeds
or leaves

Grass is slightly overgrown
Small amount of dog fouling
Paths and doorways in need of
clearing due to grass cuttings
Edges require cutting back
Noticeable amounts of litter, debris,
weeds or leaves

Grass is very overgrown
Excessive amount of dog fouling
Large amounts of grass on the paths
and doorways, also in the internal
communal areas
Edges overgrown onto the paths,
making the paths narrow
Excessive amount of litter, debris,
weeds or leaves

Graffiti
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Estate services arrange for the following tasks to be carried out to
graffiti on communal areas:
•
•
•

Remove offensive graffiti as soon as possible
Remove all other graffiti within 5 working days
Make good any areas damaged by graffiti removal

Any graffiti is reported to the community safety team as required.

•

No graffiti around the site

•

Small amount of graffiti in one area

•

One or more areas of light graffiti

•

Several areas of heavy, visible and/or
offensive graffiti

A

B

C

D

Communal hedges & shrubs
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Estate services arrange for the following tasks to be carried out to
the communal hedges and shrub beds:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aim to cut communal hedges at required
Maintain shrub beds as required
Keep hedges from encroaching onto paths and roads
Keep hedges at a reasonable height
Shrub bed weeds removed when necessary
Edges and borders kept tidy
Remove all litter, debris and weeds

•
•
•

Communal hedges and shrubs
are cut and tidy
Edges and borders are tidy
No litter, debris or weeds

A

•
•

B

•

•
•

C

•

•
•

D

•

Communal hedges and shrubs
are tidy, but may require a light
trim
Edges and borders need minor
attention
Very little litter, debris or weeds

Communal hedges and shrubs
are in an untidy state and require
cutting
The edges and borders are
growing out onto the paths
Noticeable litter, debris or weeds

Communal hedges and shrubs
are overgrown and untidy
The edges and borders are
overgrown and making the paths
narrower
Lots of litter, debris, or weeds

Communal fencing & gates
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Estate services arrange for the following tasks to be carried out to
the communal fencing:
•
•
•
•

Ensure communal fencing is intact and secure
Remove any items leaning against the fencing
Ensure all communal gates are in working order and free of
obstacles
Remove graffiti when necessary

Any repairs required will be reported to maintenance services.

•
•

A

•

•
•

B

•

•
•

C

•

•
•

D

•

Fencing is sturdy and in good
condition
No items leaning against the fence
or obstructing the gates
No damage

Fencing in good condition but in
need of minor repairs
No items leaning against the fence
or obstructing the gates
Very little damage

Fencing is lacking stability and in
need of repairs
A few items are leaning against
the fence and obstructing the
gates
Small amounts of damage

Fencing has no stability and in a
poor condition
Many items leaning against the
fencing and obstructing the gates
Replacement required due to
damage

Fly-tipping & litter
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Estate services arrange for the following tasks to be carried out for
fly-tipping and litter:
•
•

Litter removed at every site visit
All fly-tipping removed as soon as possible (an additional
charge may apply to the property or estate)

Estate services will liaise with housing services and local authorities
to aid any investigations, as required.

•

No fly-tipping or litter in the
communal areas.

•

Small amount of litter in
communal areas

•

A build up of litter or small
amounts of dumped items

•

A large build up of litter or large
amounts of dumped items

A

B

C

D

Garages
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Estate services arrange for the following tasks to be carried out to
the garage areas:
•
•
•

Control any weed growth by carrying out spraying or removal
as required
Remove all fly-tipped rubbish when necessary (an additional
charge may apply to the property or estate)
Remove any obstructions

Any repairs required will be reported to maintenance services.

•
•

No weeds, fly-tipping or litter
Garage doors and fascias are
clean, tidy and well decorated

•
•

Small amounts of weeds or litter
Garage doors and fascias kept in
a good condition, paint looking a
little worn
Small repairs required

A

B

•

•
•

C
•

•
•

D
•

Overgrown areas of weeds.
Small amounts of fly-tipping or
build up of litter
Garage doors and fascias require
a clean or the paint is peeling
off
Minor repairs required

Untidy, lots of overgrown weeds,
large amounts of fly-tipping and
litter
Garage doors and fascias worn
and need replacing. Garage
doors do not shut
Major repairs required

Communal windows & doors
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Estate services arrange for the following tasks to be carried out to
the communal windows and doors:
•
•
•

The windows and doors kept clean inside and out
Doors kept free from obstructions
Window ledges cleaned of dirt and cobwebs

Any repairs required will be reported to maintenance services.

•

Doors and windows are clean,
secure and free of obstructions

•

Doors and windows have little
dirt on them, secure and free of
obstructions

•

Doors and windows are in
need of a clean and/or touch
up, secure and there are small
obstructions

•

Doors and windows are dirty,
insecure and in need of repairs,
and there are many obstructions

A

B

C

D

Communal washing areas
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Estate services arrange for the following tasks to be carried out to
the communal washing areas:
•
•
•

Clear all leaves, debris and litter
Control any weed growth by carrying out spraying or removal
as required
Remove fly-tipping when necessary

Any repairs required will be reported to maintenance services.

•
•
•

A

•
•

B

•

•
•

C

•

•
•

D

•

Area is clean and tidy
There are no weeds, litter or
debris
All washing lines are secure
and in working order

Area is generally clean and
tidy
There are small amounts of
weed growth or litter
All washing lines are in
working order

Area has overgrown weeds.
There are a few items of flytipping or accumulations of
litter
The washing lines are dirty, or
broken but useable

Area is untidy and overgrown
with weeds.
Large accumulation of litter
and dumped items in areas
The washing lines are
unusable, broken and need
replacing

Internal communal stairwells &
enclosures
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Estate services arrange for the following tasks to be carried out in
the internal communal stairwells and enclosures:
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure internal areas are clean and predominantly free from
dust and rubbish
All obstructions removed, with appropriate notices issued
Ensure stairs are free of hazards
Window and door ledges clean
Signs are clean and readable

Any repairs required will be reported to maintenance services.
Any fire risk obstructions to be removed and reported in line with
current procedures.

A

B

•
•
•
•
•

The area is clean and tidy
There is no litter or fly-tipping
All fire hazards removed
No obstructions to doors
No repairs required

•

The area is predominantly clean
and tidy
Small amount of dust or litter
No obstructions to doors
Very small repairs required,
which have been reported

•
•
•

•

C

•
•
•
•

•

D

•
•
•

The area is untidy, but a deep
clean is not required
Build up of dust or litter
Fire hazards not removed
Partial obstructions
Numerous minor repairs
required

The area is untidy and a deep
clean required
Lots of dust or litter
Items stored in the areas
Major repairs required

Communal bin areas
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Estate services arrange for the following tasks to be carried out in
the communal bin areas:
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure all rubbish is within the provided communal bins
Communal bin store gates are secure
Remove fly tipped or excess rubbish (an additional charge may
apply to the property or estate)
Clear the areas of leaves and litter
Communal bins to be cleaned out as required.

•
•
•

All rubbish is within the bins
provided
The area is clear and tidy
No dumped items

A

•

B

•
•

•
•

C

•

•
•

D

•

There are few sealed bags
outside of the rubbish bins
provided, and/or the provided
bins are not sealed shut due to
over-filling
The area is predominantly clear
and tidy
No dumped items

There are bags outside the bins.
One or two bags may be broken
The area requires clearing due to
debris build up
Small items dumped

Numerous bags are outside of
the bins provided, many broken
The area is dirty due to debris
and rubbish
Large amount of items dumped

Estate signage
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Estate services arrange for the following tasks to be carried out to
the estate signage belonging to Magna:
•
•
•

Ensure all signs are clear and readable
Remove all obstructions from the signs
Remove any graffiti, when necessary

Any repairs required to Magna signs will be reported to
maintenance services.
Before a sign is replaced we assess whether there is a
requirement for it.

•
•
•

Signs clearly visible and clean
Writing accurate and visible
Magna Housing and/or
contractor logos visible where
required

•

Signs are visible but starting to
age or slightly dirty
Writing is accurate but in some
areas worn/missing
Magna Housing and/or
contractor logos visible where
required

A

•

B

•

•
•

C

•

•
•
•

D

Signs are in a poor position or
dirty
Writing is faded and/or
obscured
Old logos are present on the
signs

Writing unreadable
Signs are obscured or broken
Information is outdated

Guttering
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Estate services arrange for the following tasks to be carried out to
guttering:
•

Ensure all guttering to blocks of flats and sheltered properties
are clear of blockages

Any broken and blocked guttering will be reported to
maintenance services.

•
•
•

Guttering is clear of blockages
Guttering and fascias are clean
No repairs required

•
•

Guttering is clear of blockages
Guttering and fascias are
predominantly clean
Guttering is showing signs of
aging
No repairs required

A

•

B

•

•
•
•

C

•

•
•
•

D

•

Guttering has visible blockages
Guttering and fascias are in
need of cleaning
Guttering is showing signs of
aging
Minor repairs required

Guttering has visible blockages
Guttering and fascias are in
need of cleaning
Guttering is showing signs of
aging
Major repairs required

Help and advice
If you have any questions, need help understanding this leaflet or would like
it in another format, for example in large print or on audio CD, contact us.

You can contact the estate services team on
01305 214027 or estateservices@magna.org.uk

Magna Housing
Oak House
Poundbury Road
Dorchester
Dorset
DT1 1SW

facebook.com/magnahousing
@MagnaHousing
www.magna.org.uk
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